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Tile-drains remove excess water from agricultural fields and channel it directly to the nearest surface water body decoupling the system from the natural flow paths. One way to measure the effects tile-drains have on streams is to monitor the alterations in discharge and the thermal energy both upstream and downstream of the input. In the temperate climate, a stream’s thermal signature experiences large fluctuations seasonally along with small diurnal changes. In contrast, groundwater temperature does not show these small-scale changes, and the seasonal changes are often muted and lagged in comparison to surface water. This project aimed to quantify any thermal change to the stream caused by the additional flow from a tile-drain with a drainage basin 3% of the total watershed. Thermal signatures of the streambed, tile-water and groundwater were measured using data loggers recording 15-minute intervals for a year. Temperature readings were collected throughout a 60-meter stretch of the streambed and within the hyporheic zone. The tile has shown a more constant temperature (5-25°C) than streambed temperatures (nearly 0-30°C) over data collection from January to December of 2015 with
a lack of diurnal effects, however, seasonal cycles are visible. The streambed temperatures show a spatially consistent relationship throughout the array, which represents uniform thermal conditions in equilibrium. Collectively, the data suggests the tile-drain has no thermal effect on the stream at the discharge rates present at T3. Investigation into the hyporheic zone showed a consistent temperature regime from a depth of 0.1-0.4 m beneath the streambed; 5-10°C at the coldest and 16-26°C at their warmest. The hyporheic zone temperatures are not controlled by the groundwater (12-16°C) with colder temperatures throughout the winter and warmer ones during the summer. These data indicate that the hyporheic zone is controlled by surface water processes and less by upwelling from the groundwater with spatial heterogeneities of the streambed present.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

Water resources are an ever-growing concern for our world today as both the quality and quantity of the supply are decreasing as a result of human development and interference (WWAP, 2012). Land-use, population growth, climate change, contaminant transport, and economic policy continue to impact how humans look at water resource management (Maguffin, 2006). Water quality is decreased from anthropogenic influences, such as contaminant runoff of chloride or nitrate, entering an aquifer or surface water body; therefore, understanding the amount of runoff and its effect on the drinking supply must be understood (Poole and Berman, 2001; Winter, 1999; Keery et al., 2007; Sophocleous, 2002; Contant Jr., 2004; Harris, 2008). The hydrologic cycle around streams is decoupled from its natural paths through flood prevention and the channelization of streams, depletion of groundwater aquifers, and creation of artificial lakes. The anthropogenic alterations add increased complexity to understanding how different places of water storage interact with one another.

The hydrologic cycle is driven by climatic patterns, physical properties of the area, i.e. geologic material/medium and topography, gravity, and the physical properties of water. (Winter, 1998). When evaluating quality and quantity, an essential component of the hydrologic cycle to examine is the interaction between streams and groundwater.
The connection between the various reservoirs in the hydrologic cycle increases the complexity in understanding how streams not only interact with the atmosphere but also with the surrounding area through direct subsurface water flow, contaminant transport, and the transfer of thermal energy. Streams experience vertical and horizontal exchange of water throughout the water column with recharge from groundwater and meteoric water (Beach, 2008; Dahl et al., 2007). Streams and groundwater aquifers were once thought of as separate systems; now they are considered to be connected (Winter, 1998; Dahl et al., 2007; Keery et al., 2007; Sophocleous, 2002; Baskaran et al., 2009).

The exchange of water and energy between a stream and the surficial aquifer are examined during baseflow and storm flow conditions. Storm flow, often referred to as event flow, is associated with direct precipitation or snow melt that enters the stream (Sophocleous, 2002; Keery et al., 2007; Dogwiler, 2005; Luhmann, 2010; Oware, 2010). During storm events, the groundwater influence is muted by the overall increase in the total stream water with a larger proportion of meteoric water in the water column. The remainder of the water column is referred to as baseflow, which is provided mostly from groundwater input into the stream (Sophocleous, 2002; Winter, 1999, Bastola, 2011). Groundwater inputs may occur as point sources, such as springs, or diffusely along the streambed. The identification of groundwater flow paths reflects whether the aquifer is being recharged from the stream or if the groundwater is adding to baseflow within the stream (Winter, 1998; 1999). Losing stretches are areas in which the stream water loses volume to the underlying aquifer below. If the stream is increasing in volume from the aquifer, the stream is referred to as gaining.
The hyporheic zone is the principal zone of mixing between groundwater and surface water bodies; in streams, the zone is located directly under the stream bed and beneath the banks (Winter, 1999; Harris, 2008). In low-gradient agricultural streams, the hyporheic zone has been reported up to a depth of 1.5 meters (Oware, 2010). However, the depth of the hyporheic zone varies upon geology, stream morphology, and hydrologic conditions. The zone depicts the subsequent recharges and/or discharges between the stream and the groundwater (Beach, 2008) (Figure 1). The subsurface flow paths created by the exchange of fluxes allows for the constant transport of solutes and energy across the surface water-groundwater boundary. The hyporheic zone serves as a place of transient storage for the stream, where water and heat are stowed (Burkholder et al., 2008).

Within the hyporheic zone, the majority of mixing is expected to take place in the top 30 cm beneath the stream (Winter 1998), but temporal effects are seen with a limited amplitude up to a depth of 1.5 meters (Anderson, 2005; Silliman and Booth, 1993). The hyporheic zone varies seasonally and after large magnitude storm events that bring large sudden changes in stream discharge (Beach, 2008). The cyclical nature of temperature in the hyporheic zone is not as prominent as in the overlying streams with the signatures muted and lagged with an increase in depth (Anderson, 2005); losing stretches will exhibit a thermal signature more similar to surface water signature as compared to gaining sections where the surface water signatures is overprinted by the upwelling groundwater. Quantifying water fluxes has proven difficult in the hyporheic zone, but streambed monitoring and well installation beneath the streambed are used to understand the process of mixing (Oware, 2010; Bastola, 2011).
Temperature is commonly used as a proxy or tracer to correlate the thermal fluxes and to better understand how streams interact with the underlying aquifer systems (Lowry et al., 2007; Keery et al., 2006; Baskaran et al., 2009; Beach and Peterson, 2013; Cassie et al., 2014; Hatch et al., 2006, Anderson, 2005; Beach, 2008). Heat fluxes are increasingly used in rivers as a way to understand changing thermal regimes from climatic and anthropogenic influences (Burkholder et al., 2008). Streams have thermal inputs from groundwater recharge, solar radiation, air temperature, and upstream inputs; all of which contribute to the output of the downstream system (Figure 2) (Winter, 1998; Keery et al., 2007; Hatch et al., 2006; Loheide and Gorelick, 2006). The analysis of subsurface temperatures in the hyporheic zone provide information about the seepage flux that can then be used to determine the gaining or losing influence on the stream (Keery et al., 2007). The hyporheic zone temperature is influenced by external drivers (solar radiation, air temperature, and groundwater input) along with several internal drivers, such as streambed
conduction and hyporheic exchange with the stream (Burkholder et al., 2008). The hyporheic zone acts as a thermal buffer for the aquifer from surface water variation on various temporal scales (Dogwiler and Wicks, 2006). Heat provides an easily attainable vehicle to map preferred flow paths through the aquifer as heat disperses through conduction or advection (Stonestrom and Constantz, 2004; Ronan et al., 1998; Cassie et al., 2014).

---

**Figure 2.** Model shows the thermal impacts on the hyporheic zone. The water (white arrows) and thermal (black arrows) fluxes that affect streambed temperatures are depicted (Loheide and Gorelick, 2006).
Spatial variability of the fluxes between groundwater and surface water are dependent upon several factors, such as stream stage, hydraulic head gradient, hydraulic conductivity of the channel bed, or additional flow from anthropogenic inputs such as storm sewers or tile-drains (Keery et al., 2007; Hatch et al., 2006; Lowry et al., 2007; Glennon, 2008; Sickbert, 2004; Maguffin, 2006; Hayden, 2012; Theesfeld, 2014; Harris, 2008). The relationship between streambed seepage and changes in the phase and amplitude of thermal waves moving from the stream to the hyporheic zone and vice versa influences how temperature controls this dynamic system (Figure 2) (Hatch et al., 2006). In regards to temperature and water chemistry, streams are more sensitive to change or alteration from added inputs or drastic shifts in antecedent conditions during low flow conditions (Hatch et al., 2006) than groundwater. The altering of fluxes, such as thermal energy, can thus be used as a proxy for seepage rate of groundwater (Keery et al., 2007; Anderson, 2005). Points of upwelling or downwelling are areas of interaction between the stream and groundwater. Spatial differences among streambed temperatures identify areas of mixing and interaction (Contant Jr., 2004). If there are no point sources of interaction, the stream section studied reflects diffuse flow and is spatially consistent (Contant Jr., 2004; Dahl et al., 2007; Lowry et al., 2007).

The temporal variation of temperature is sinusoidal in nature on both diurnal and seasonal scales. Longwave and shortwave solar radiation drive the thermal energy in stream (Loheide and Gorelick, 2006; Diabat et al., 2013). The more substantial seasonal changes in the temperature profile are more reflected in the streambed temperature with a more direct response to weather and climate than the groundwater (Cassie et al., 2014) or hyporheic waters (Dogwiler and Wicks 2006). Silliman and Booth (1993) found that
groundwater temperature is relatively stable and stream water temperature is more variable as a result of fluctuations of solar radiation causing both diurnal fluctuations and seasonal variations from weather patterns and climatic influences (Lee et al., 2013; Baskaran et al., 2009). Diurnal cycles show variations of less than 1.0–2.0 °C at shallow depths into the hyporheic zone versus 5–10 °C in the water column (Silliman and Booth, 1992; Baskaran et al., 2009; Ronan et al., 1998). This idea proved the muted nature of the hyporheic zone, where the lack of direct solar radiation limits the thermal variation of the water as it interacts with the surrounding soils and more stable groundwater (Beach, 2008; Keery et al., 2007). A thermal envelope depicts the muted relationship as it creates a containing casing that surrounds the smoothed-out diurnal oscillations of the surface water and the out of phase hyporheic zone to approximate the seepage flux (Keery et al., 2007; Lapham, 1989). Losing streams will show a greater depth for the warmest and coldest temperatures to converge (Anderson, 2005), while gaining streams show a more consistent thermal signature with a shallow equilibrium point.

**Statement of the Problem**

The US Midwest is an area heavily devoted to agriculture, where the production of row crops, soybeans and corn, is aided by fertilization and the installation of tile drainage networks (Skaggs et al., 1994). The introduced fertilizers, primarily nitrate and phosphate, promote plant growth but in excess, lead to negative effects. Excess nitrate is toxic for human consumption when the EPA maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 10 mg/L nitrate as nitrogen is exceeded (Self and Waskom, 2013). Elevated nitrate concentrations lead to eutrophic and hypoxic conditions, severely impacting the aquatic environments (Poole and Berman, 2001). In Illinois, the majority of the land used for agriculture, 90%, (White et al.,
used to be prairie and wetlands. The soils lack the natural ability to drain the landscape effectively of surface runoff and stagnated water from storm events (White et al., 2003). Headwater streams are channelized in nearly 80-100% of central Illinois (Urban and Rhoads, 2003) in one attempt to improve surface drainage. Channelization of streams has been shown to increase peak discharge and decrease the time to a peak hydrologic response to a rainfall event (White et al., 2003).

The alternative is to improve infiltration. To increase subsurface drainage, tile drains are installed a meter or two beneath the surface to lower the water table and increase the infiltration of precipitation (Skaggs et al., 1994). Carried by the soil waters, unutilized N-fertilizer is transported to the subsurface and intercepted by tile-drains, which discharge directly into streams. The tile-drains increase the drainage of soils to insure maximum crop yields, but these manmade channels decouple the natural uptake of nutrients by plants (Klaus, 2014), the chemical transformation of nitrogen, and the absorption into the soil before and at the riparian zone (Hill, 1996). With this nutrient cycle cut off, harmful forms of nitrogen are being flushed into streams and lakes in agricultural areas. Tiles do not flow consistently throughout the year with a dependence on the amount of precipitation and effectiveness to drain the field (Figure 3), but can cause changes when they discharge water into surface water bodies (De Schepper et al., 2015) when transported effectively without any interaction with the riparian zone. The flow from the tile-drain directly discharges into the stream and decouples the natural system within the water column where groundwater, meteoric water from precipitation, and anthropogenic inputs mix (Beach and Peterson, 2013; Lee et al., 2013; Harris, 2008; Klaus, 2014).
An issue for better understanding agricultural streams is the lack of quantification concerning the water from tile-drains (Bastola, 2011; Skaggs et al., 1994). The abundance of these manmade conduits entering streams per watershed, the amount of discharge from each tile, and the drainage area are all unknown factors involving the complex nature of agricultural streams (Delsman et al., 2014). The chemical analysis on tile-water altering stream processes is well-studied with the impact of nitrates and herbicides a concern throughout the tiled Midwest (Gentry et al., 2000). However, the input from these tile-water also carries a unique thermal signature that can be easily traced through understanding the temporal and spatial variation of heat throughout the system (Zajicek et al., 2011). Heat thus serves as a proxy for the tile-water influence on the system and lead to further investigation of the nutrient input to the stream and hyporheic zone at a cheaper cost. The mixing of the system determines the driving force based on this observed gradient in the streambed temperature versus that of the tile-drain input or the groundwater aquifer.
Research Questions

This study aims to better understand the impact of a tile-drain on agricultural streams by quantifying the hydrologic relationship upstream and downstream of the input.

1) Does the tile-drain hydrologically affect the stream?

If the stream is affected by the tile-drain, the average stream discharge will increase downstream of the input. The higher discharge downstream of the input will be indicative of an additional input compared to the upstream segment, thus $\mu_D \neq \mu_U$.

2) When tile is flowing, a hydrologic effect is known on the stream. Then what is the thermal impact?

Figure 3. Conceptual model of how tile-drain flow impacts the hydrologic cycle in agricultural areas (USGS, 2009).
Once a hydrologic effect is confirmed, the thermal impact of tile-water will be quantified to the streambed temperatures.

A) Is the thermal impact of the tile-drain detectable?

If the tile-water does have a thermal impact on the stream, the downstream temperatures observed along the streambed will be altered. The disparity in discharge between the tile-drain and the stream leads me to hypothesize that the temperature signature of the tile-drain input would not be seen in the thermal signature of the stream.

B) Is the thermal impact of the groundwater detectable?

The thermal effects on the groundwater will then be correlated to streambed temperatures. When tile is not flowing, I hypothesize groundwater upwelling should alter streambed temperatures but the hyporheic zone will act as a buffer for the stream from the groundwater upwelling.
CHAPTER II
METHODS

Site Description

The study site is a restored segment of an agriculturally modified, low-order, stream, T3, and the underlying surficial aquifer in central Illinois (Figure 4). T3 has a drainage area of 1025 hectare and an average discharge of 0.13 m³/s. T3 has reintroduced riffles and pools downstream of the instrumented portion of the streambed. Along the studied segment is one tile-drain input. The surficial aquifer is unconfined and contained within the glacial till deposits of the Wisconsin glaciation and Holocene alluvium deposits (Johnson and Hansel, 1999). The streambed is comprised of the Cahokia Formation, the Holocene alluvium. Underlying the alluvium and the area away from the stream is the Wedron Group, a blue to grey diamicton with a medium-grained (3.9–62.5 µm) mud matrix that oxidizes yellow-brown (Weedman et al., 2014). The Wedron Group lies 50 centimeters beneath streambed and overlies the Silurian dolomite bedrock (Johnson and Hansel, 1999).

The climate is temperate in nature with precipitation year round and average monthly temperatures varying by 30°C dependent on season (Changnon et al., 2004). Mean annual air temperature for the last 60 years was 11.2 °C (Beach, 2008; Peterson and Sickbert, 2006). The average monthly precipitation
for the last 40 years was highest in spring and lowest in winter with a yearly average of 950 ± 100 mm (Bastola, 2011; Changnon et al., 2004).

The 26.3-hectare farm is approximately 120 meters to the east of T3. A tile diversion system was installed recently to manipulate how much tile water directly enters T3 (Figure 5). Tile water was diverted in July 2015 into 3 separate channels in the herbaceous riparian zone 20-35 meters east of the stream. Tile diversion allows for a more natural infiltration process as tile water is reintroduced into the shallow groundwater aquifer. The tile-drainage area for this study is estimated at roughly 3% of the total watershed area, 1025 hectare, of the low-gradient stream. The regional groundwater gradient is from SE to NW towards the Mackinaw River at 0.0288 m/m. This study assumes the upwelling groundwater that feeds T3 is constant throughout the year.
Data Obtainment

This project answers the hydrologic impact of the tile-drain on the stream by measuring the overall flow, or discharge of the stream and the tile-drain itself. Stream discharge (Q) was measured using a flow meter at three locations: the start of the array; perpendicular to the tile-drain input in the main channel; and the end of the array (Figure 5), using the velocity-area method commonly used by the USGS (Sickbert and Peterson, 2014; Lapham, 1989; Contant Jr., 2004; Keery et al., 2006; Glennon, 2008; Sickbert, 2004).
These localities were chosen to see how the stream discharge differed upstream and downstream of the tile-drain input. Twenty-eight (28) discharge measurements between the downstream and upstream locations were compared pre and post-tile diversion from June 11 to December 10, 2015. Streamflow velocity was measured using a handheld, Sontek Flowtracker Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV®), velocity range – 0.001 m/s to 4.5 m/s with an accuracy of 0.0025m/s and a resolution of 0.0001m/s. Discharge of the tile-drain was obtained using a five-gallon bucket and a stopwatch when flow to the stream was present from June 11 to July 17, 2015.

This project used temperature, an effective proxy to distinguish mixing (Constantz et al, 2003a; Constantz et al., 2003b; Constantz and Stonestrom, 2003), collected on a 15-minute interval to quantify the overall influence of the tile-water and groundwater on surface water temperatures observed along the streambed. Stream water temperatures were measured using an array of 120 HOBO® Pendant Data Loggers (at 25°C, accuracy: ±0.53°C; resolution: 0.14°C) placed on the streambed. The loggers were positioned at a spacing of 0.5 meter in succession to obtain a longitudinal, thermal signature of the streambed from December 14, 2014 to October 10, 2015 (Figure 5). A HOBO® Water Level Logger (at 25°C, accuracy: ±0.44°C; resolution: 0.10°C), was placed in the tile diversion control box about 30 meters up gradient of the stream bed to measure the temperature of the tile-water from January 20 to December 10, 2015.

Three wells were installed in the streambed to a depth of 0.5 meters to examine the thermal regime of mixing in the hyporheic zone from May 10 to December 10, 2015. In each of the wells, four temperature loggers were placed at depths of 0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.3 m,
and 0.4 m (Figure 6). Following the design of Beach and Peterson (2014), holes were drilled at corresponding depths to allow for thermal equilibrium with the surrounding sediment in the hyporheic zone. The thermal signature of the groundwater was also recorded by a HOBO® Water Level Logger in a groundwater well east of the stream in the riparian zone from July 1 to December 10, 2015 (Figure 5); the well was screened at a depth of 1.52 meters (5 feet), the location of the water table.
Figure 5. Schematic of study site and locations of data collection. The dashed black line indicates a break in scale as the groundwater well is over 1.2 km southeast of the most upstream hyporheic zone well.
Data Analysis

The discharge data were analyzed for relationships between tile-flow events and non-tile-flow events. The mean (μ) discharges for the upstream (Qu) and downstream (Qd) locations were calculated for both tile-flow and non-tile-flow events. The discharge data displayed as box and whisker plots depicting the mean and the data within the confidence intervals (95%) for each tile-flow conditions (McGrew and Monroe, 2009). The μD≠μU is the alternative hypothesis, while α=0.05 to better minimize the sampling error of the discharge measurements (McGrew and Monroe, 2009). The calculated z-scores standardized the data to check for any outliers; if the z-scores are larger than ± 2.0, reject...
the null hypothesis (McGrew and Monroe, 2009). Then the upstream and downstream discharges checked for any spatial correlation using a scatterplot to understand the relationship between Qu and Qd with and without the effect of the tile-drain input. The linear relationship implied that the usage of a bivariate regression model to see if the downstream discharge could properly predict the upstream discharge for the entire dataset and each tile-flow scenario. The slope of the regression line and the y-intercept of each scenario were then checked for significance with a p<0.05. The slope indicates the influence of Qd on predicting Qu, while the intercept of the regression analysis signifies whether the regression starts at zero or not. Changes in slope between the various tile-flow conditions indicate a hydrologic change. Next, a paired t-test analyzed the upstream versus the downstream discharge for a statistically significant difference for each tile flow scenario. The means of the downstream discharge minus upstream discharge for tile-flow and non-tile-flow were compared for a significant difference using a nonparametric test (Independent Means Whitney U test for limited sample size, n=26) to see any hydrologic effect of the tile-drain on the stream discharge. (McGrew and Monroe, 2009)

A heat map created to understand the temporal and spatial variation seen throughout the streambed array. Inconsistencies in temperature across the array were analyzed for additional inputs, such as point source upwelling or anthropogenic inputs, along the streambed; paired t-tests were conducted between adjacent loggers throughout the array. Alterations to the array downstream of the tile-drain will determine if the tile-water leaves an acute shock to the overall stream temperature after large precipitation events and/or during baseflow (Bastola, 2011).
With the heat map to visualize thermal alterations on the stream temperature, a mixing model was introduced to calculate an equilibrium temperature between the tile-water and the stream. Equation 1 is a mass balance equation where two reservoirs are compared thermally at the respective mass.

\[
M_s C_s (T_s - T) = -M_t C_t (T - T_t)
\]

*Equation 1. Thermal mass balance equation.*

\[
T = (Q_s T_s + Q_t T_t) / (Q_s + Q_t)
\]

*Equation 2. Algebraic alteration to find theoretical mixing temperature.*

\[
Q_t = Q_s (T_s - T) / (T - T_t)
\]

*Equation 3. Algebraic alteration to find theoretical tile-discharge.*

Equation 2 is the algebraic alteration of equation (1) used to quantify the equilibrium temperature needed to see any observed temperature alteration by the tile-water on the stream’s thermal signature using stream discharge \(Q_s\), tile-drain discharge \(Q_t\), stream temperature \(T_s\), and stream temperature \(T_t\). The equation was limited by tile-discharge data. The tile flow was only recorded on four field days in early to mid-July pre-diversion; on two other occasions, the stream stage was above the tile outflow. Then equation 3 was used to calculate the theoretical volume flux needed to see a temperature difference of 0.28°C (double the thermal resolution of the data loggers) at the observed temperatures and stream discharge.

The thermal effect of the groundwater was analyzed by looking at the thermal regime in the hyporheic zone. A thermal envelope made with the coolest and warmest
temperatures at each depth and location to set the boundaries of the thermal regime were
analyzed by shape. The convergence of the envelopes concludes that within the hyporheic
zone the groundwater and stream water mix (Arnold and Allen, 1996; Rohan et al., 1998;
Silliman and Booth, 1993; Lapham, 1993; Baskaran et al., 2009; Keery et al., 2007, Oware,
2010). The three well locations were then analyzed for spatial variation both at depth and
at the streambed. The thermal envelopes compliment the heat map data in understanding
the effects of groundwater on T3.
CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Stream Discharge

The stream, T3, was observed in two capacities. First, stream discharge was measured at the upstream (Qu) and downstream (Qd) locations of the temperature array. The basic descriptive statistics calculated for four separate datasets: upstream no tile-flow, upstream tile-flow, downstream no tile-flow, and downstream tile-flow (Table 1). The mean discharge for each location increases from no tile-flow to tile-flow (Figure 7). A correlation analysis found a strong linear relationship between downstream and upstream discharge $r(26) = 0.865$, $p<0.01$ (Figure 8). Data points were then standardized using $z$-scores to look for outliers. Case 2 ($z = 3.2$) was determined an outlier for both the upstream and downstream Q measurements. A residual analysis was then conducted on the remaining data points and the results concluded that case 27 ($z > 3.8$) was also an outlier. The correlation improved without the two aforementioned outliers, $r(24) = 0.933$, $p<0.01$. A regression test was then used for tile flow ($y = 0.1 + 0.97 x$) and non-tile flow ($y = 85 x$) conditions to see if downstream discharge can predict upstream discharge. The tile-flow regression analysis shows a statistically significant slope and intercept, while only the slope found significant during non-tile flow periods (Table 2). A test of significance performed by using paired t-tests for both tile flow conditions; the results showed no significant difference between upstream and downstream discharge for non-tile flow, and
a difference for tile-flow conditions (Table 3). The shift in intercept from the 1:1 line for the tile-flow conditions indicates an increase in upstream discharge when compared to downstream discharge (Figure 9). Non-tile flow conditions show more variance in the predicted values versus the actual discharges (Figure 10). The mean difference in upstream discharge minus downstream discharge (Qu-Qd) for both tile-drain conditions considered for a statistical difference. During tile flow conditions, the discharge difference increases (mean=0.09 & standard deviation=0.02) compared to non-tile flow conditions (mean=0.01 & standard deviation=0.02) (Figure 11). The significant difference for difference in discharge, p=0.00, indicates that upstream discharge is greater than downstream discharge when the tile-drain is flowing to T3.

| TABLE 1. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DISCHARGE DATA FOR BOTH TILE-FLOW CONDITIONS |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|----------|---------|---------|
| Q     | Tile          | Sample | Standard |
|       | Flow          | Size   | Mean    | Deviation | Outliers |
| Qu    | No            | 20     | .07713  | .04386   | -        |
|       | Yes           | 8      | .36115  | .18748   | 2        |
| Qd    | No            | 20     | .07016  | .04453   | -        |
|       | Yes           | 8      | .27385  | .27609   | 2 & 27   |
Figure 7. Comparison of stream discharge in the absence or presence of tile flow at upstream and downstream locations.
Figure 8. Correlation between the upstream and downstream discharge. A linear trend seems evident from the graph. Data point 27 is determined a residual outlier and data point 2 is an influential point skewing the dataset.
### TABLE 2. REGRESSION STATISTICS FOR TILE FLOW AND NON-TILE FLOW MODELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Significance (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Significance (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Intercept (m³/s)</th>
<th>Significance (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tile Flow</td>
<td>.958</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.973</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-tile Flow</td>
<td>.744</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.849</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3. PAIRED T-TEST RESULTS OF SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM DISCHARGE FOR TILE FLOW AND NON-TILE FLOW MODELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Significance (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tile Flow</td>
<td>9.404</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-tile Flow</td>
<td>1.344</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9. Linear regression of downstream discharge predicting upstream discharge during tile flow conditions.
Figure 10. Linear regression of downstream discharge predicting upstream discharge during non-tile flow conditions.
Stream Temperature

Figure 11. Comparison of the difference in stream discharge between the upstream \(Q_u\) and the downstream \(Q_d\) dependent on tile flow. The difference increased from a median of \(0.00\) to \(0.09\) \(m^3/s\) in the presence of tile flow.

The array of streambed temperature loggers was analyzed for both a temporal and spatial variation. The heat map (Figure 12) displays average daily data from December 2014- October 2015. Temporally, the data displays the seasonal trends synonymous with most streams, as solar radiation drives the thermal energy in the system. Spatially, the array displayed horizontal consistency throughout the 60-meter stretch. The exception is one anomaly spotted in mid-June over a 4-6-meter stretch just upstream of the tile-drain (Figure 12). With the overall consistency of temperature within the dataset, each location was
analyzed for a difference in means from location zero. Each location was found to be statistically the same with the exception of the temperature anomaly previously mentioned.

Figure 12. Heat map depicted by set color ranges along streambed. The image depicts loggers spatially (x-axis) and temporally (y-axis). The white space shown indicates when a few loggers stopped recording data as the batteries expired. The black arrow indicates the location of the tile-drain along the array, while the black box indicates a temperature anomaly.
Thermal Impact of Tile-Water

The tile-water displayed a thermal signature with less diurnal variation than the stream temperature recorded (Figure 13). The latter seems to follow the air temperature more closely. The tile-drain temperature was dependent on whether water was in the diversion box or not. As water flowed pre-diversion (July 17), the temperature recorded is between the stream and groundwater temperatures. The difference between stream and tile-water temperature is three degrees Centigrade when flowing out to the stream during the summer of 2015. After diversion, the water is cut off to the stream and redirected into the riparian zone. The diversion along with the lack of significant precipitation over late July and August led to a decrease in water volume in the tile diversion box starting in late August. After the tile was diverted, the tile temperature displays a more similar signature to that of the stream as water did not flow out of the diversion control box until a large precipitation event in late November allowed the tile to flow again and the tile-water temperature to stabilize (Figure 13). The stagnant water temperature then mimicked the larger diurnal variations of the stream driven by air temperature and solar radiation of the diversion box.
With the difference in temperature between the tile-water and streambed evident, mixing model equation 2 found the equilibrium temperatures for the four days when tile discharge was measured; the model outputs were all within the thermal resolution of the loggers (0.14°C) with the largest difference in equilibrium temperature to only the stream temperature of 0.10°C. With no thermal signature from the tile-water visible throughout the stream array spatially or temporally (Figure 12), the tile-drain temperature is

![Figure 13. Time series compilation of precipitation, air temperature, stream temperature, groundwater temperature, and tile-drain temperature. Data was collected from July 1-December 10, 2015. Shaded area indicates no tile flow and black arrow shows the tile diversion event.](image-url)

With the difference in temperature between the tile-water and streambed evident, mixing model equation 2 found the equilibrium temperatures for the four days when tile discharge was measured; the model outputs were all within the thermal resolution of the loggers (0.14°C) with the largest difference in equilibrium temperature to only the stream temperature of 0.10°C. With no thermal signature from the tile-water visible throughout the stream array spatially or temporally (Figure 12), the tile-drain temperature is
insignificant on the stream at the volume flux observed during the study period (0.001-0.002 m$^3$/s). Equation 3 was then used for all four situations analyzed to find a hypothetical tile discharge that would decrease the stream temperature by 0.28°C for an acute thermal shock. The discharge of the tile-drain increased a full order of magnitude to see the tile-water temperature decrease the stream temperature by at least double the logger the resolution. Discharge of the tile ranged from 0.007 to 0.019 m$^3$/s in this scenario.

**Thermal Impact of Groundwater**

Temperature profiles were recorded at all 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 meter depths, but only two different depths, 0.2 and 0.4 meters, at three different locations beneath the streambed were analyzed with the other locations having incomplete or no transferrable data. An ANOVA was taken of the six sampled signatures and a variation was noticed in respect to both locations in the array and depth into the hyporheic zone at each depth. A t-test ($\alpha=0.05$) was taken for each locale (Upstream, Middle, and Downstream) at 0.2 and 0.4 m depth; each of the three well locations found a statistically different relationship between the two depths. Then a t-test ($\alpha=0.05$) was taken at each depth to compare the three localities. Each well location was found to be statistically different between each other. There was a larger difference between the temperatures of the middle well and either the temperatures of the upstream or downstream wells than between the upstream versus the downstream. Thermal envelopes (Figure 14) were created to visualize the warmest and coolest temperatures for each location. The streambed (0.0 m) and groundwater (1.0 m) temperatures were used to create the envelopes with the subsequent well data. The cooler temperatures recorded are vertically consistent for each locality, while the warmest temperatures show a difference below 0.2 m depth. The middle well, closest to the tile,
showed a 2-3°C lower temperature compared to that of either the upstream or downstream well.

Figure 14. Thermal envelopes show the coldest and warmest temperatures for the three hyporheic wells. Data was taken at each depth: 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 meters, and the groundwater temperature used at 1.0 meter beneath the streambed.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

**Hydrologic Influence**

The downstream and upstream discharge variance observed between tile-flow and non-tile-flow events is visible with a change in slope and intercept in the regression analysis (Figures 9&10) and a significant difference in means for the tile-flow events, but insignificant for the non-tile flow conditions. Neither show a true 1:1 relationship between upstream and downstream discharge signifying some variance in discharge spatially. Figure 7 shows the mean discharge for both locations in the stream increases during tile-flow; the higher stream discharge corresponds with higher stage events of the summer. The difference in means (Figure 11) would indicate the upstream discharge increases more than the downstream discharge when the tile is flowing. This is counterintuitive as if one adds another source to the reservoir, and then the downstream discharge should be greater than the upstream discharge.

The opposite effect could be due to several reasons. All the tile flow events correspond with storm flow or baseflow events in the stream before diversion. Tile flow may have a more added impact if flowing into the stream during low-flow conditions in T3 that were visible in late August and September (Cassie et al., 2014). The latter thought, however, is limited by the amount of precipitation to recharge the tile-drain
to flow from the upgradient farm to T3 (Skaggs et al., 1994). A mistake made in measuring stream discharge could also account for results. The USGS velocity-area method recommends at least 15 to 20 velocity measurements per cross-sectional area; this data was collected at 10-12 equidistant locations across T3 throughout the study period. This method may not truly account for the streamflow appropriately at any of the locations measured. Another possible explanation for the upstream discharge to be greater than the downstream discharge is the role of the underlying geology. The study site loses over the reach (Figure 11) and groundwater seems to be flowing across the stream from SE to NW. Therefore, the stream is not a groundwater divide as previously thought; instead the role of a sand and gravel layer may not allow for as much groundwater to recharge the stream in the downstream section as the upstream.

**Thermal Impact of Tile-Water**

The thermal signature of the tile-water is influenced by several factors. The temperature of the tile-drain reflects solar radiation, air temperature, the movement of water flow, and transfer of heat from the tile diversion box. The time series shows no diurnal cycles, but seasonal variation is evident (Figure 13). The lack of diurnal variation indicates the tile-water temperature is insulated from external factors of solar radiation by the ground. The tile-water temperature follows the same trend as the groundwater, yet warmer than the groundwater temperature due to the closer proximity to the surface (Figure 13). The thermal spikes visible are short-scale temporally and adhere to precipitation inflow of water flowing into the still-curing diversion box. The groundwater does not show any corresponding spikes from precipitation events.
Diverting the tile-water into the riparian zone in mid-July altered the observed thermal signature. Pre-diversion, the tile temperature is muted in comparison to the stream and thus the air temperature (Figure 13). Post-diversion, the tile-water does not flow out to the stream either stagnating in diversion box or pushing out to the riparian zone. The tile-water temperature closely mimics the stream temperature post-diversion (Figure 13). With no water flowing through the tile, the water in the box became stagnant and began to equilibrate to the air temperature. The diversion box then transferred heat to the tile-water moving the signature to assimilate with weather patterns. When water flows through the tile again in late November, air temperature no longer drives the thermal regime of the tile-water signature. The short-term and long-term surface controls on the tile-water temperature are visible.

Diurnal and seasonal cycles are present in the record throughout the stream array with little spatial difference (Figure 12). The stream is thermally controlled by solar radiation and air temperature (Loheide and Gorelick, 2006), and the homogenous nature of the streambed array suggests other inputs are limited in impact (Figure 12). The diurnal variations seen in T3 (Figure 13) and the discharge measurements taken (Figure 11) support the idea of a losing stretch. A losing stretch is more susceptible to changes in temperature than a gaining stream without a steady input of more thermally consistent groundwater (Anderson, 2005). Stream temperature is also most susceptible to changes during low-flow events (Baskaran et al., 2009); Figure 11 displays the low-flow conditions in late summer with low precipitation that would show tile-influence on stream temperatures. These conditions are post-diversion and coincides with the lack of tile flow (Figure 13).
The insignificant thermal effect of the tile-drain on stream temperatures is a product of the disparity between stream temperature and that of the tile is not great enough (3-5°C) to see any alteration on the streambed at the current discharge rates. Any change greater than the resolution of the loggers could be missed as thermal energy dissipates and equilibrates with the stream through mixing. The mixing model used shows that any thermal alteration of the tile-water is limited by the disparity in discharge between the stream and the tile-drain. The more likely scenario is not the temperature difference of the tile but mass difference between the stream and the tile-drain. The tile-drain has a discharge two-orders of magnitude less than the stream and a drainage area of 26.3 hectare or 3% of the stream’s total drainage area (Figure 4). The ratio of tile discharge to stream discharge is 0.01 and this discrepancy in discharge rates is enough for the stream temperature to overwhelm the tile-water despite the temperature difference. The lack of a consistent tile-flow during all conditions is also a factor to consider as the tile-drain discharge was only recorded during high-flow conditions in T3 when discharge values were above 0.08 m³/s. A theoretical tile-discharge is needed to see any thermal alteration on streambed temperatures of at least 0.28°C; the possibility of this theoretical tile-discharge is highly improbable without increasing the size of the tile or its drainage area. The other assumption has to be stated that as the tile-drain fills up with more water flowing to the stream, T3 will also inevitably increase its discharge up to bankfull conditions are reached. All the evidence supports the thought that the tile-drain has no thermal effect on the stream during baseflow or storm flow conditions at the resolution of the loggers used in this study.
Thermal Impact of Groundwater

Although the tile-drain has limited thermal effect on the stream, the thermal impact of the groundwater on the stream was not yet understood. Hyporheic zone temperatures are moderated by the influence of mixing between groundwater and surface water beneath the streambed (Dogwiler and Wicks, 2006; Bastola, 2011; Beach, 2008) and indicate the control or driver of the thermal energy in the system (Keery et al., 2007). Influence from surface water reflect diurnal and seasonal trends in temperature, while any mixing from groundwater will dampen or mute the thermal variation in the hyporheic zone with a delayed response (Stonestrom and Constantz, 2004; Loheide and Gorelick, 2006). The spatial consistency of the streambed (Figure 12) shows temperature in equilibrium suggesting a diffused groundwater system with no point sources; the major flow path in the hyporheic zone beneath T3 is horizontal. All hyporheic loggers displayed diurnal variation similar to that of the streambed array.

Thermal envelopes suggest the upwelling or downwelling nature of the flow paths beneath the stream (Keery et al, 2007; Bastola, 2011; Lapham, 1989) with the coolest and warmest temperatures displayed at various depths. The thermal envelopes for the three wells conclude that the thermal regime of the hyporheic zone is a mixed system (Figure 14). The vertical consistency of the envelopes suggests that groundwater upwelling is the dominant driver of thermal energy in the system during the winter; upwelling groundwater as a point source would show a spatial variation of the streambed temperatures (Anderson, 2005). Upwelling in winter keeps the stream away from frozen conditions (Cassie et al., 2014). During low-flow conditions in September when the warmest temperatures are observed, the top 0.2 meters below the streambed (Figure 14) is driven by the losing nature
of the stream. As stream water enters the hyporheic zone, the flow paths are referred to as hyporheic exchange (Burkholder et al., 2008; Wondzell, 2011). The hyporheic exchange transfer thermal energy to the water of the hyporheic zone through conduction with the streambed (Burkholder et al., 2008). Beneath 0.2 m, the envelopes suggest influence from the groundwater with a more consistent thermal gradient observed. The thermal regime is driven by the mixing of deeper hyporheic flow paths (Contant Jr., 2004; Cassie et al., 2014) and upwelling groundwater (Burkholder et al., 2008). The temperature variation at depth are the result of hyporheic exchange differing from stream temperatures throughout diurnal cycles because of buffering of the streambed (Burkholder et al., 2008). Ultimately, the stream’s ability to distribute its thermal energy (Cassie et al., 2014; Beach, 2008; Stonestrom and Constantz, 2003) to the underlying hyporheic regulates the temperatures observed at depth and is muted by a low flux of groundwater recharge on the stream (Contant Jr., 2004). The thermal envelopes (Figure 14) and the heat map (Figure 12) compliment the thought that the streambed is in equilibrium with the thermal energy with a zone of mixing below the streambed up to 0.4-meters depth.

The thermal envelopes (Figure 14) and difference in discharge measurements in T3 (Figure 11) support the idea of downwelling. Temporally, the three hyporheic wells display consistent cold temperatures with little variation (Figure 14). However once the stream temperature varies more with air temperature following winter, a spatial variation is visible between the three well locations. The middle well is 2-3°C cooler than the upstream and downstream well during the spring through the early autumn. This well is closest to the tile input (Figure 5), but with no tile flow in September during the highest recorded temperatures there are few possible explanations for the spatial variation observed
over the 60-meter stretch. Variation in solar radiation for the middle well compared to other locations is possible with a large tree lying near the west bank that could shade the water (Figure 4). Longwave radiation would not be able to warm the hyporheic near the middle well as effectively as the remainder of the array (Loheide and Gorelick, 2006). The data do not support this though with the warmest streambed temperatures also recorded at the middle well (Figure 14) and no variation in the stream array (Figure 12). Shade would limit the recorded temperature at both depth and at the surface.

Without solar radiation as a factor, an area of increased upwelling from the groundwater is possible to reduce the observed temperatures in the middle well (Figure 2). The streambed temperatures displayed in Figure 12 suggest a homogeneous system. The observed temperatures then do not suggest any point source upwelling into the stream but a diffuse pattern; an area of groundwater upwelling would be visible with cooler streambed temperatures near the middle well. A more likely explanation is streambed heterogeneities within the Wedron Group inhibiting large amounts of groundwater upwelling from entering the hyporheic and from steadying both the temperature signals of the hyporheic and the stream. Spatial heterogeneities are likely the cause of the temperature difference (Wondzell, 2011). A varied hydraulic conductivity would decrease the downwelling water in this area and allow for more upwelling to influence the hyporheic zone near the middle well (Burkholder et al., 2011). In low-gradient streams, like T3, head loss along longitudinal profiles are compressed to steps (Wondzell, 2011). Pools and riffles are often areas of increased hyporheic exchange and groundwater upwelling respectively (Burkholder et al., 2011). T3 displays this pool and riffle system near the middle well; a large pool where hyporheic exchange would dive into the subsurface appears just upstream
of the well. If the flow path comes back to surface downstream of the well, an increased sense of upwelling would cool the temperatures observed at depth (Figure 14).

One consideration about the hyporheic data is the limited data collected at depth below the stream. Without any background knowledge about the site, wells were attempted to be installed at a depth of 1.5 meters as in Bastola (2011) and Beach (2008). A denser clay layer encountered at 0.5-meters depth resulted in the redesign with a maximum depth of 0.4 meter. This infers a limited hyporheic zone beneath T3. The glacial till of the Wedron Group is likely the clay layer encountered at 0.5 meters under the streambed and the flow emerging from the temperature anomalies is controlled by spatial variations in hydraulic conductivity of the streambed sediments (Burkholder et al., 2008). The hyporheic zone may be deeper than the loggers placed at 0.4 meters would infer. Until the local groundwater flow paths can be confirmed and modelled, the thermal inputs of the hyporheic zone cannot be fully determined. Overall the groundwater has less of an effect on stream temperature than vice versa. The stream temperature shows limited sign of hyporheic zone influence qualitatively. The temperature regime of the hyporheic zone does propose that groundwater does have more influence on the stream temperatures than the tile-water does at the current discharge rates.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

This study aimed to understand the hydrologic impact of a tile-drain on an agricultural stream in central Illinois and determine if the thermal impact of the tile-water and/or the groundwater was detectable on the streambed. In the end, the tile-drain influence on the stream was inconclusive but did correspond to a hydrologic change from no-flow events. The tile-water temperature showed a signature with elements similar to both the stream and groundwater observed temperatures (Figure 13). The streambed heat map signifies a thermal regime in equilibrium throughout the 60-metere array (Figure 12). The mixing model calculated an equilibrium temperature between the stream and tile-water temperature under the resolution of the data loggers; a product of the overwhelming volume difference between the stream discharge of T3 and the tile-drain. A theoretical volume flux was determined to be an order of magnitude greater than present at T3 to observe a decrease in stream temperature of 0.28°C. The lack of consistent tile flow limits the effectiveness of the mixing model to compare the tile’s thermal effect on the stream at various flow conditions.

Discharge and streambed temperatures indicate an area of thermal equilibrium at the streambed. Then beneath the streambed, an area of mixing between groundwater upwelling and hyporheic exchange steady the thermal signature up to a depth of 0.4 meters.
The thermal envelopes (Figure 14) and difference in discharge across the array (Figure 11) suggest downwelling of stream water that overwhelms any groundwater upwelling signature in the hyporheic zone during the low-flow conditions when the warmest temperatures are observed. Spatial heterogeneities in the streambed are likely present with a thermal difference between the middle well and the other wells upstream and downstream; the middle well reflects an area of localized upwelling or suppressed downwelling similar to the conditions seen consistently during the coldest temperatures in the hyporheic zone. The thermal effect of the groundwater and the tile-water is minimal on the stream temperatures with the variance in fluxes. Overall, I would suggest that tile-drains would impact streambed temperatures at a greater flux or in a greater abundance in a designated area similar to that of this study at T3.
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